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Statement of Focus

Individually Cded Idacation (ICE) is a new comT.)rehen_sive 5r5"1e !
El' mentary eciccation. The following components nf the ICE system are in
varying stages of development and. Implementation; a new organization for
instrilctior and related administrative arrangements; a model ot instr;Iction.A:
programinc for the individual student; and curriculum components in prereuding,
reading, mathematics, motivation, and environmental education. The develop-
ment of ogler curriculum co;lponents, of a system for managing instruction by
computer, and of instructional strategies is needed to complete the system.
Continuing programmatic research is required to provide a sound knowledge
base for the components under development and for improved second generation
components. Finally, systematic implementation is essential so that the prod-
ucts will function properly in the ICE schools.

The Center plans and carries out the research, development, and implc-
17, 1-itation components of its IGE program in this scg-ucnoe; (1) identify the
needs and dolimit the component problem area; (2) assess the possible con-
iitraintsfinancial resources and availability of staff; (3) formulate general
plans and specific procedures for solving the problems; (4) secure and allo-
cate human and material resources to carry out the plans; (5) provide for
effective communication among berso-nnel and efficient management of activi-
ties and resources; and (6) evalL ate the effectiveness of each activity dnd
its contribution to the total program and correct any difficulties through feed-
back mechanisms and appropriate management techniques.

A self -renewing system o elementary education is projected in each
participating elementary school, i.e., one which is less dependent on external
sources for direction and is more responsive to the needs of the children attend-
ing each particular school. In the IGE schools, Center-developed and other
curriculum products compatible with the Center's instructional programing model
will lead to higher student achievement and self-direction in learning and in
conduct and also to higher morale and job satisfaction among educational per-
sonnel. Each developmental product makes its unique contribution to ICE as
it is imp! 1-,ented in Ow schools. The various research components add to the
knowleche of Center practitioners, developers, and theorists.
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Introduction

The ter :oncept is nsod in one 4:onte;-,:t
to indicate :whitely fn entiticr that com
prise n substantial pIrt, I the or4iinL,:od
edge of the variou disciplines which scholars
have been atr-ssinil for generations ,is such,
concepts ye the primary substance of educa-
tion in the English ',.anquege arts, mathematics,
the sciences, and the social sciences at all
levels of schooling, elementary through grad-
uate. In mother context, the term "concept"
is used to indicate mental constructs of indi-
vid:uals which enable them to think about and
relate instances and ciabes of things- objects,
events, and proco'7,esin the absence of

actual instances of them.
substantial amount of research has been

done on concept learning during the past two
decades. One type of research deals with the
logic,a1 analysis of concepts within various
subject matter fields; another type of research
deals with how individuals learn concepts.
Despite research of both types, at present
there is no adequate description of the cogni-
tive operations Involvr a the attainment of
concepts at specifiabl,_ evels of mastery by
individuals whose abilities change in predict-
able ways with age. We use the temi "age"
as a shorthand tern for the combiner) effects
of experience and maturation; age, nor SP,
is not considered a determininn factor of how
well individuals can perform.

Much of this paper is given to describing
a model of the cognitive operations in concept
learning. The model was first reported in a
highly condensed fdn by Klaus-n-101,er (1971).
In this paper, the model is described more
completely, but should still not be regarded as
a psychological model as defined by lvla.77.: (1970).
Mar.: limits the tem "model to "a conceptual
framework or structure that has been success-
fully developed in one field and is now applied,
primarily as a guide to research and thinking,
in some other, usually less-well-developed
field" (p. 11). And further, When a model

is nse,1 in the T-7-elner ,

there i a int,,,ntion
1:1,;: it (cm
Tuence of the results of that reso,:ircn_
(p, The present model s not drawn .rc):
another field, but from the field of concept
learning isolf. It is intended to gui::,i(s, re.=
search and thinking K.garCing concept learning
and -7,11cept development, hut will probably be
!:iodified based on the results of that researQn,
We refer to it as a model because it provider,
a framework for specifying and relating levels
of concept attainment and use, and specifying
the cognitive operations involved at the vari-
ous levels. Trio levels of concept rnaste and
the operations at each level have been identi-
fied through logical analysis and through en.=
pirical research in laboratory and school settings
curried out at tiie WiSCOnsin isoarcil an Devel-
opment Canter and other ro-F_-,'arch laboratories,

Our model is both similar to and different
from four theories of concept learning Jenerated
by American experimental psych: logists and re-
viewed by Bourne, Ekstrand, and Dominowski
(1971): theory of associations (Bourne & Restle,
1959), theory of hypotheses (Levine, 1956;
Trabasso & Bower, 1968), theory of mediation
(Osgood, 1953), and theory of information pro-
cessing (Hunt, 1962), Our model is most siM=
Oar to Hunt's theory in that both incorporate
information-processing constructs. Both our
model and the preceding theories imply that
all the concepts held by any individual are
learned; they do not emerge simply ith matura-
tiOn. Thus our model, in agreement with Amor-
icon theories, specifieS mat the attainment of
concepts is potentially e:,:p1A1F-thIo in terms
of principles of learning, Our model differs
from the four theories just mentioned in that
it postulates different levels in the attainment
of the same concept and specifii:,s the cogni-
tive operations involved in the attainment of
a concept at Each level. Many operations are
postulated to be common to more than one level of
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In conric-ction with concepts Os mental con-
structS it is noted that each maturing individual
cittar.ins concepts according to his unique learn-
ing experiences and maturational pattern. In
turn, the concepts he attains are used in his

thinking about the physical and social world.

The role of concepts in explanations of think-
ing is stated well by Kagan (1966, p. 97):

,,oznzeata are the fundamental agents

of intellectual work. The theoretical

significance of cognitive concepts (or,

if you wish, symbolic mediators) in psy-

chological theory parallels the seminal

role of vaLnCe in -hemistry, noon in
510logy, O onergy in pnysicl-i (_:cnoept:J

are viewed its the distillate of sensory
experience and the vital link between
eNternal inputs and ovort behavior . The

on lul of :h:rItiOn T:je
O as the black box switch that connected

behavior with a stimulus source. The 0
is viewed today as a set of concepts or

mediators.

Concepts as public entitle 3 are defined

as the organized information corresponding to
thu -meanings of words. These meanings are
put into dictionaries, encyclopedias, and
other books. Thus, the meanings of the words

L.., ,

,

1,tr';; "222

iniosnfo ,2r

::.econrikf for '::or

Chit is :fncirc._', no

th,IL thc
livi.41122.ds .ither in :i'ocy of

rroc.2-2,,::s y,;-mo
prcuesseS: l'Uttin-; the thrt.yo tog, then, ',_:arrC)11

wocil',ing Ut "or:
,And woo::

any thatl word stands for or names o 00;LL:ept
it is un:21orStood that wo ar,2-23. spe,alaril of coo-
cc,rts that arc.: shore .A n,cp,-;-.1-)ors of ,21

speech community" (Carroll, 19641, p. nfl
Carroll also gave a -useful account of the rela-
tionship of the parts of speech to one kind of

concept, namely class concepts:

Many words or nigher units of the lin-
guistic system come to stand for, or name,
the concepts that have been learned pre-
verbally. Certainly this is true for a
long list of cords that Stand for particular
things or clad oZ things, ciu=2lities, and
CiVCntS For the English languaq,'2, these
categories correspond roughly to propor
and common nouns: adjectives; and verbs
of action, perception, and feeling. It is
pci'hopO loss Aeon that "i-anuton words"
like prepositions and conjunctions, or
grammatical markers like the past tense
sign can represent concepts, but a case
can be made for this. For example, prep-
ositions like , blow,
ne__ar correspond to concepts of relative
spatial position in a surprisingly complex
and subtly way; and conjunctions lIke aril,
tut, lioweuy_er, z correspond to concepts
of logical inclusion and exclusion, sim-
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formulated a conception of coneent" in tem.s
of .=lefining attributes and values which they
identified as common to many concepts from
various disciplines. Scholars at the Wiscon-
sin R & 17) Center (Golub, Fred,-ick, Nelson 6
-Frayer, 1971: Romherg, Steitz & Frasier, 1971:
Tab,achnic)-z, Weible, & Fryer, 1970; Vcellzer,
'Sorenson, & Frayer, 1971) and Markle and
Tiemann (1969) have now demonstrated that
n ly s is of a particular concept in terms of

its defining and irrelevant attributes is useful
in clarifying its meaning. Fla veil (1970) has
indicated that a formal definition of "concept"
in terms of its defining attributes is useful in
specifying what concepts are and are not and
also in identifying the great variability among
concepts. Therefore, we shall use this method
of analysis in formally defining the ward "con-
cept."

The eight attributes of "concept" are
learnability, uzlbility, validity, generality,
power, structure, instance numerousness, and
instance perceptibility. These attributes are
presumed to be applicable to any public con-
cept, that is, to the societally accepted mean-
ing of any word that stands for a concept.
Experts in the various disciplines may either
by consensual agreement or through empirical
research relate each of the attributes to any
particular concept. Take, for example, the
concept of verb Psychologists might reach
consensus concerning the learnability and
usability of ver_12 on the basis of existing knowl-
edge, but they would more likely have to experi-
ment to ascertain the extent to which individ-
uals of varying characteristics are able to
attain a concept of ye.rk. Similarly, linguists
might reach consensus on the validity and
generality of Le/1, or they might also carry out
ILII-Lher research regarding these two attributes.

4

Learnability

I :

F 1'vj14 :1
to

th:(

A1-c:1,-r (: oL,b) jefine:1
:Jf

"ett3ility, attributc.s
speciiie,i for ;_:twliO c:oriropts i lv th,v

1,;(.(ntitn,
AnA 111;0101 an,] that l',o%v, ones constantly
ire being formed and given labels, 0.
tut.. Therefore, identifiability and
labelability are assumed by the nature of public
concepts ins defined. The attribute of learn-

, nereeivr: it, .sul)sumes frr;ot=
Lability, tour attribute of USA

(1rilly to that of transtorability positc,
Archer. The other six attributes, in 6.1ditioil
to learnability and usability thick we have
specified, appear to be useful for differF:in-
tiating concepts from other categories of learn-
ing outcomes, such s S-R associations, prin-
ciples, and problem-solving techniques.

Loarnability varies among concepts in the
sense that some concepts are more readily
learned by individuals who share similar cul-
tural experiences and language than are other.
For examplo, concepts that have readily per-
,;ei)tible instances , such as darn and tce, are
more readily learned than are concepts without
perceptible instancesalgin and ,eerta.ty, for
example, The ease of learning a particular
concept can be determined through research.

While public concepts vary in learnability,
the level to which a particular concept as a
mental construct is attained by a given individ-
ual also varies, increasing with further learn-
ing. For example, .-.-rith more learning an in-
dividual's concept ('_plant comes closer to
the concept held by oho botanist.

The level of mastery of any public concept
also varies among individuals of roughly equiv-
alent maturational and experiential levels. For
example, high school seniors vary widely in
their mastery of the concept of Yal=,a This
variability among persons of roughly the same
age and experience pertains to the other sev-
attribues as well as to usability: therefore,
we shall not refer to it further.



Usability

Concepts vary in usability in the senst:
that some can be used more than -ethers in
understanding and forming principles and in

ving problems. For example, the mathe-
matical concepts of number and _sfa_t are prob-
ably used more frequently in solving a variety
of problems than are the concepts of uozcrti2n
and ratio-

Concepts as mental constructs of the in-
dividual become more usable as they are at-
tained at successively higher levels. Bruner,
Goodnow, and Austin (1956) indicated that at-
taining a classificatory concept aids the in-
dividual by:

1, reducing the complexity of the organ-
ism's environment.

2. identifying the objects of the
about him.

3. reducing the necessity of constant
learning.

4, providing direction for instrumental
activity.

5: ordering and relating classes of events.
(Bruner 21AI., 1956, pp. 12-13]

As will be noted later in discussing the
model of cognitive operations, the preceding
general statements of Bruner etal. can be
stated more precisely in a form in which they
can be tested. Having a classificatory or
formal concept enables the individual (1) to
generalize to new instances and to discrim-
inate noninstances of the concept, (2) to
recognize other concepts in a taxonomy as
supraordinate, coordinate, or subordinate,
(3) to recognize cause and effect, correla-
tional, probability, and axiomatic relationships
among concepts, and (4) to solve problems
involving the concept. The maturing individual
can use his concepts more effectively in the
four ways just cited as he reaches successively
higher levels of attainment.

Validity

A concept is valid to the extent that experts
agree on its definition. Concepts comprising
well-defined taxonomic systems such as those
of the animal kingdom, the plant kingdom, and
the table of chemical elements have greater
validity than do many concepts in the behavioral
sciences, e.g. , intellicenoe , eLemocracy, ,
aral, and . Experts are in
greater agreement concerning definitions of
the first erour of concepts than the second
group.

individual's concept increases in validi
learning, his concept comes closer to

:hat of the experts, Nlar'Ale and Tiemann (1969)
assess the validity of an injividual's classi-
ficatory concepts by ascertaining the extent to

he makes errors of overgeneralization,
undergeneralizatior., and misconception. These
errors on the part of students are identifiable
by an experimenter or teacher to the extent that
there is agreement among experts as to the de-
fining attributes of the concept and its instances
and noninstances.

Generality

Many concepts are arranged hierarchically
in taxonomic systems. Within the same taxon-
omy, the higher the concept, the more general
it is in terms of the number of subclasses or
subordinate concepts it includes, Also, con-
cepts higher in the taxonomy have fewer de-
fining attributes than those lower in the taxon-
omy since differentiations among subclasses
are made in terms of attributes that are not
used in defining the higher concepts, w
ilnina is a very general concept; ykrAgaat,:e,
mammal, and illa.11- are successively less gen-
eral. The number of attributes necessary to
define a concept increases as the concept
becomes more specific.

As noted earlier, the individual organizes
and relates his own store of concepts. If his
organization of concepts is the same as that
of any of the taxonomic systemS mentioned,
then his concepts also vary in generality in
a manner analogous to the taxonomic ystern.

Power

The attribute of power refers to the extent
to which a particular concept facilitates or is
essential to the attainment of other concepts'.
Bruner (1951), for example, stated that there
were certain big ideas, or fundamental con-
cepts, in each of the various disciplines. He
recommended that these should be taught first
so that less powerful concepts and factual
information could be related to them. Ausubel
(1966) dealt with the power of concepts in-
directly through the construct of advance organ-
izer, He stated that an advance organizer,
that is, introductory material to a lesson,
should include concepts at a higher level of
abstractness, generality, and inclusiveness
than those in the lesson so that the concepts
presented in the new material could be related
to these in the advance organizer.

The relative power of the concepts held

5
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the juJqment of scnolars tari:-as
plines, such As 3runer 9 J1), c)66)
and :,:ovak, (1066), it i5 reco-jnisrH,
that individuals Jo or their concc!pts and
that new information is r'.ore, related to
certain concepts they have alrea-Ay learned
than to others.

Structure

Any public concept define terms (elf
attributes has a structure, relatedness of
the defining attributes. Bourn(-2 (1,J71)) "iesoribei
an interl.ally consistent structure of concept
attributes, which he enlied conceptual rules.
The rules were derived from the calculus of
propositions which generates a total of 16
possibilities for partitioning a stimulus popula
tion, using at most two stimulus dimensions.
According 'iourne, ten of the possibilities
are unique And nontrivial as related to concept
structure and can be reduced to five pairs,
each pair consisting of a prig-lty and a com-
plementary stimulus partition, or conceptual
rule. The basis of the five pairs is that any
instance which is positive under one rule is
negative under its complement. Tree conceptual
rules are described in Table I , The primary
rules appear in the left columns and are labeled
the affirmative, the conjunctive, the inclusive
disiunctive, the conditional, and the bioondi
tional conceptual rules.

Bourne (1970) summarized a series of ex-
periments involving subjects' learning of the
conjunctive, inclusive disjunctive, conditional,
and hicenditional rules. Sizable and positive
intrarule and interrule transfer effects were
observed, suggesting a tentative hierarchical
model of the sophisticated subject's knowledge
and skill based on the generative character of
concepts. According to our logical analysis,
most concepts involve any of four rules
affirmative, conjunctive, inclusive disjunc-
tive, or conditional.

An individual may or may not be able to
either identify or name the defining attributes
of the concepts he holds. However, attaining
the concept to the highest level of mastery
requires recognition and naming of the defining
attributes, as will be noted later in discussing
the model. Bruner, elver, Greenfield et_al.
(1966), Nelson (1971), and Wiviott (1970)
found that knowledge of the intrinsic attributes
of concepts, which for many concepts are also
the defining! Attributes, increased with age.
Wide differences in the ability to identify and
name the attributes were also observed by

Instance Perceptibility

L;oncepts vary v..ith respect to the extont
that insti Ices of them can be sensed, For
exam n plc, '?!sent 'as :1;any instances which can
be manipulatod se ,-a. smelled, whereas
oternitv rises perceptiiito instances. Bem-een
these pules are cnncopts whose instances can

represento..i with varying degrees of accuracy
by drawings cr by other ;saris. For example,

can Aerioratc visual representation nf
concept such as point but nc-Jt iii ohsorvabh-_,
instance of

with inert i -inj age, indiviJuals are able
to identify the loss obvious attributes of in-
stances they nave experienced. Also, the sari
ous sensory modalities can be used in ccnibina-

Accorling to Bruner (1964), Inc
child is successively able to interact with and
rc?pre9.ent ,:lvironment cnactively, ikonically,
and symbelicall,., and to combine these modes
of representation. As the child gets =Odor, lie
ran learn more through manipulating objects
and seeing thorn. In addition, he can learn
about them through symbolic, especially verbal,
experiences.

Instance Numerousness

Most concepts have instances. The number
of instances ranges from one to an infinite num-
ber: one instanceLarth's moon; a small num-
berthe continents; a large numberdrops of
water; or an infinite numberintegers. Certain
concepts may have imaginary rather than actual
instances, for example, filotioss -issenc er
airplanes.

Most individuals continue to encounter
new instances, or pictorial or verbal repre-
sentations of instances of the same concepts
with increasing ago. Rut there is great variabil-
ity among individuals with respect to the num-
ber of instances of the same concepts encoun-
tered and with respect to the nature of the in-
stances encountered. Children living in desert
regions do not encoantEr swamp lands; those
who live in the lowlands along rivers, lakes,
and oceans do not encounter deserts: some
children living in our inner cities encounter
no kind of land except the asphalt of the
inner city.

For different individuals the particular
instances of the same concept encountered
may vary markedly. For example, most chit-
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1-11

Overview of the Model

Figure! 1 shows the structure of the model.
Four successively higher levels ,n the attain-
ment of the same concept re outlined. The
fcur successive levels are nrte. idritity,

, and formal_ A concept becomes
increasingly usable and valid when attaine by
an individual at the successive levels,

To prevent cenfusion, we state hero that
the model in its totality describes the attain-
ment of four levels of the same concept rather
than four kinds of concepts. The four levels
apply to the many concepts that can be defined
in terms of attributes and which have actual
perceptible instances e. readily construeteci
representatior of instances. We have already
cited a few examples of this kind, which in-
cludes all the concepts comprising the plant
kingdom and the rinirnal kingdom. However,
the operations at each level are intended to be
applicable also to different kinds of conceots,
some of which, because of their nature, are
not attainable at all four levels. We can spec-
ify these kinds of concepts and the levels at
which they may be attained.

There are some concepts for which there
is only one instance, such as Easth's_mcion and
kbrraelnin, and some that have many
identical instances, for example, inch
ocund. Related to Figure I, such single-
instance or identical-instance concepts which
have defining attributes may be attained at
the concrete, identity, and formal levels, but
not at the classificatory level, By our defini-
tion of classificatory level, there must be at
least two n nidentical instances that can be
placed in the same class. Therefore, some
concepts as specified in this paragraph cannot
to attained at the classificatory level.

There are other concepts that are not use-
ful for classifying instances and noninstances
but that have defining attributes, for example,
force and laacLe. These also might be learned
at the concrete, identity, and formal levels,
but not at the classificatory level.

Some concepts are of such low validity
tnat there may net be agreement as to the defining
attributes, for example, jauulye and rre-liy.
Concepts such as these might be learned at the
three lower levels but not at the formal level.

Finally, there are concepts with no per-
ceptible instances, such a s Infivay and
These cannot be learned at the three Icee,r leet-215
but might be learned at the formal level.

Returning to the four levels given in h ;-
ere 1, we postulate that attaining a concept at
the four successively higher levels is the norma-
tive pattern for large numbers of individuls
under two conditions. First, the concept is of
the kind for which there are actual perceptible
instances or readily constructed representations;
and second, the individual has experiences
with the instances or representations starting
in early childhood. Further, in order to proceed
to the formal level, individuals must acquire
labels for the concept and for its attributes.

Children have direct experiences during
preschool years with many things and attain
concepts of these things at the first two levels.
They also attain many concepts at the classifi-
catory level and learn the societally accepted
names for the concepts and their attributes
though formal and informal instruction.

Earlier we indicated that some individuals,
due to environmental conditions, may not en-
counter actual instances of a concept rather,
the" experience instances only in verbal or
pictorial form. Thus, these individuals may
attain a concept at either the classificatory or
the formal level at the outset.

It should also be noted that the mature
person, although capable of attaining a concept
at the :ormal level, may attain it only at one of
the lower levels and stop at that level because
of the way in which the perceptible instances
are encountered or other conditions of learning.

figure 1 also shows the ways that con-
cept:-i may be extended and used. Concepts
acquired at the classificatory and formal levels

9
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Iv
Operations Related to Levels of Concept Attainment

fiavina considered the overall features of
the model, we may take up the operations in
more detail, starting with those pertaining to
the concrete level.

Concrete Level

Attainment of a concept at the concrete
level is inferred when the individual cognizes
an object that he has encountered on a prior
occasion. It is appropriate to define some
terms before proceeding further. We use the
term "operations" much like Guilford (1967)
does. Guilford defines the operations cf
cognition, memory, productive thinking, and
evaluation formally and also operationally in
terns of test performances. He states that
cognition must be related to the products
cognized and defines cognition formally as
follows:

Cognition is awareness, immediate
discovery or rediscovery, or recogni-
tion of information in various forms;
comprehension or understanding ....
The most general term, ayarAneki,
emphasizes having active information
at the moment or in the present ...
the term, Le,cogatt'cuL, is applied to
knowing the, same e4LticlijaL on a
second encounter .4, if cognition is
practically instantaneous, call it
/2_-_c2anition; if it comes with a
slight delay, call it "immediate
discovery! [Guilford, 1967, pp. 203.-
2041

The first step in attaining a concept at
the concrete level is attending to an object
and representing it internally. Woodruff
(1961) points out:

All learning begins with some form
of personal contact with actual objects,

events, or circumstances .

The individual gives attention to
some object Through a light
wave, or a sound wave, or some
form of direct contact with a
sensory organ in the body, an
impression is picked up and lodged
in the mind. [Woodruff, 1961,
p. 66]

Gagn6 (1970) indicates that as the iridi-
viJual attends to an object he discriminates it
from other objects. Woodruff (1961) calls the
outcome of these attending and discriminating
operations a concrete concept, a mental image
of some real ,--thject experienced directly by the
sense organs. The infant, for example, attends
to a large red ball and a white plastic bottle,
discriminates each one, maintains a mental
image of each, and cognizes each of the objects
when experienced later.

The discrimination of objects involves
attending to distinctive features that serve to
distinguish them one from another. Thus, very
early the child learns to respond to gross differ-
ences in such features of objects as size, snape,
color, and texture. As the child matures, be
becomes capable of making finer discriminations
involving these and other features.

The attainment of a concept at the concrete
level thus requires attending to the distinctive
features of an object and forming a :flemory
image which represents the object as a unique
bundle of features, The concept at this level
may or may not be associated with the concept
label, depending on whether the label has been
learned and remembered, and whether it has
been associated with the concept.

The preceding analysis of the operations
in attaining concepts at the concrete level is
sufficiently comprehensive to include motoric
experiencing of objects. That is, an object may
be manipulated physically ancl4eaugat&Lpa-

as well as explored visually and

13



reeeeree30,0_, to use Bruner's (1964)
terminology. The model postulates that

discriminating, and remembering
are involved in sensorimotor experiencing as
well As in the visual perception of objects.

Identity Level

Attainment of a concept at the identity
1,-:vel is inferred when the individual cognizes
on object as the same one previously encoun-
tered when observed from a different perspec-
tive or sensed in a different modality. For
example, whan the child makes the some re-
sponse to the family poodle when seen from
straight ahead, from the side, and from various
angles, he has attained the concept of poodle
at the identity level. Whereas concept attain-
ment at t:, concrete level involves simply
discriminating an object from other objects,
attainment at the identity level involves both
discriminating various forms of the same
object from other objects and al-o generalizing
the forms as equivalent. Generalizing is the
new operation postulated to emerge as a result
of learning and maturation and to make attain-
ment at the identity level possible.

As noted earlier, there are some valid and
powerful concepts, such as English alphabet
for which there is only one instance but which
can be represented in different ways, i.e.,
aurally and in printed form. These concepts
are typically learned at the concrete and
identity levels but not at the classificatory
level. Therefore, as shown in Figure 1 by
the arrow going directly from identity to formal
level, individuals proceed directly from the
identity to the formal level with this kind of
Concept.

Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin (1956) have
pointed out that identity responses occur very
early in life and that the capacity to recognize
identity may be innate and merely extended to
new events through learning. Vernon (1970),
however, believes that infants have to learn
by experience that objects and events in the
environment are permanent even though they
may change their appearance from time to time
as their distance and orientation change.
Whether identity responses are innate or
learned, the capacity to recognize identity,
indeed the expectation of the continuity of
objects and events in the environment, is well
developed in adult perception.

Recognition of object identity is central
to Fiaget's formulations. According to Elkind
(1969), Piaget's conception of concept empha-
sizes the variability that occurs within things,
that IS, the changes in state, form, and
appearance that can occur to any entity,

14

i'is jot nostulateJ t, iainciples identit"
and conservation, ide;I:ity being concerne-d
with maintaining the likeness or sameness
of the same thing in thought and conservation
being concerned with maintaining the likeness
or sameness of the same thing in experience.
An individual's concept of ji:=1, for example,
presumes that an individual dog will retain its
"dogness" both in the internal representation
and in the direct experience of the individual
with the dog. Without this permanence both in
the mental construct and in the actual instance
of the specific dog, the individual's criteria
for recognizing a dog, or Jogs, would shift
from moment to moment.

Eleind _eointed out that American psychol-
ogists have tended to ignore this within-
instance variability :ef concepts and have
emphasized the discrimination response aspect
of concept attainment by which positive in-
stances are cognized and discriminated from
neninetances. Elkind (1969) summarized the
two points of viee, thus:

From the discriminative response
wet of view, the major function of

concept is the recognition or
classification of examples. The
Piagetian conception, however,
assumes that a major function of the
concept is the discrimination between
the apparent and the real. This dis-
crimination, in turn, can be reduced
to the differentiation of between=-end
within-things types of variability.
Here again, a comprehensive con-
ception of a concept must include
both functions because, in fact,
every concept does serve both pur-
poses. [p. 187]

The present model proposes that a
concept is attained at the identity level tempo-
rally before it is attained at the classificatory
level. Stated differently, the individual must
be able to cognize various forms of the same
object as equivalent before he is able to
generalize that two or more different objects
belong to the same class.

Classificatory Level

The lowest level of mastery at the classi-
ficatory level is inferred when the individual
responds to at least two different instances of
the same class as equivalent even though he
may not be able to describe the basis for his
response. For example, when the child treats
the family's toy poodle and the neighbor's
miniature poodle as poodles although he may
not be able to name the defining attributes of



lr s n nas COnC12, at the,
cb-issificatory i.

that at least tv:o iff treat
instances are equivalent in some way is the
lower limit of this level of concept learning:

the iniividual is still at the classificatory
love: of concept learning when he can correctl,,,
classify a larger number of instances as
examples anl noneka7::ples, but cannot accu-
rately jescribe_ the basis for his grouping in
terms of the defining attributes. Henley
(cited in Deese, 1967i, like many other re-
searche.rs , has observed this phenomenon.
Many of her subjects were able to sort cards
correctly into examples and nonexamples of
the concepts being learnedthings with
serrated edges and things that hold things
together--yet gave totally et-con-,ous defini-
tions of the concepts.

Formal Level

A concept at the formal level invo.
classification is inferred when the inde.iival
can give the name of the concept, ca.-. riairc its

intrinsic or societally accepted defining attri-
butes, can accurately designate instances as
belonging and not belonging to the set, and can
state the basis for their inclusion or exclusion
in terms of the defining attributes. For example,
the maturing child demonstrates a concept of

dog at the formal level if when shown dogs,
foxes, and wolves of various sizes and colors,
he properly designates the dogs as such, calls
them "dogs," and names the attributes that
differentiate the dogs from the foxes and wolves.
The distinctive aspect of this level of concept
mastery is the learner's ability to specify and
name the defining attributes and to differentiate
among newly encountered instances and non-
instances on the basis of the presence or ab-
sence of the defining attributes.

As noted in Figure 1, the labels for the
concept and the defining attributes may be
learned at any of the three lower levels but are
not essential at those levels. Similarly, the
discrimination of the defining attributes may
occur prior to the formal level but is not essen-
tial. Thus, discrimination of things on their
global and diffuse stimulus properties which
is essential at the concrete level changes to
discrimination of more specific and abstract
properties at the identity and classificatory
levels. However, at the formal level , the in-
dividual must be able to discriminate the defin-
ing attributes from irrelevant attributes and
label the defining attributes. We hypothesize
that individuals who can do the discriminating
and labeling of the defining attributes, in com-
parison with those who cannot, will also iden-

ttfy examples with fewer Ln-b._:rs
everjeneraliz,aJon and under4eneralization an,i

also be able to use the concept more
effectively in the three other ways specified
in Figure 1 .

The operations involved in concept
learning at the formal level are also shown in
Figure 1. The first operation given at the
formal level is that of discriminating- the
attributes. For some concepts with obvious
attributes such as color and form, the discrimi-
nations may have occurred at earlier levels.
However, both discrimination and labeling of
the attributes are essential at the formal level.
This is true whether the individual infers the
concept by hypothesizing and evaluating
relevant attributes or by cognizing the attributes
common to positive instances as shown in Fig-
ure 1.

Individuals differ in their ability to
analyze stimulus configurations into abstract
dimensions or attributes. There is evidence
(c]ibson, 1069) that this ability develops with
age, Retarded children may have difficulty
with simple concept learning tasks because of
difficulty in learning to select out and attend
to specific dimensions (Zeeman (douse, 1963).
Even among children of adequate intelligence
there are those who characteristically analyze
the stimulus field and apply labels to attributes
while others tend to categorize on the basis of
a relatively undifferentiated stimulus (Kagan,
Moss 6, Sigel, 19631.

Orienting instructions may be given to
make explicit the attributes of the stimuli
(Kieusmeier & Meinke, 1968). These instruc-
tions facilitate the learning of concepts at the
formal level by assuring that the learner knows
all of the attributes which may be relevant to
the concept.

In connection with language and concept
attainment, we recognize that deaf individuals
and others who lack normal speech development
may attain concepts at the formal level. By our
definition, the individual must know the defin-
ing attributes of the concept and must be able
to communicate this knowledge. Verbalizing is
normally used in this kind of .ornmunication,
but symbolic communicationfor example,
sign language-ernay aLe be employed, Thus
speech, R2a is riot necessary for the
attainment of concepts at the formal level,
but there must be some means for symbolizing
and communicating the concept in the absence
of exemplars.

Having discriminated and named the
attributes, an individual may infer the formal
level of a concept in either of the two ways
shown in Figure 1, One way involves formula-
ting and evaluating hypotheses and the other
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positive instances. Which strategy a learner
uses -iiepenis on the instructions he has been
given, his age, and the kind of concept in-
stances he experiences.

Levine (1963) defined an hypothesis as
the subject's prediction of the correct basis
for responding. In the hypothesis-testing
approach, the learner guesses a possible de-
fining attribute or combination of attributes.
Ile then compares this guess with verified
examples and nonexarnples of the concept to
see whether it is compatible with them. If
they are not compatible, he makes another
guess and evaluates it against further example:::
ind nonexample.s. Eventually, he combi.-ies the
mformation he has obtained from testing his
hypotheses so as to infer all the defining attri-
butes and thereby the concept.

Essential to the hypothesis-testing approach
are the operations of remembering and evalua-
ting hypotheses. There is support (Levine,
1963; Williams, 1971) for the idea that the
subject formulates and remembers a population
of hypotheses, remembers the hypotheses that
were rejected, and also remembers the last
one accepted as correct. Bruner, Goodnoi,v,
and Austin (1956) indicate that an individual
cieterrnines whether or not his hypothesized
concept is valid by recourse to -in ultimate
criterion, test ny consistency, test by con-
sensus, or test by affective congruence.
Inherent in all four procodures is establishing
a criterion for judging the correctness of an
hypothesis. In the present model, the validity
of an individual's concept may be assesed in
terms of how nearly it corresponds to experts'
agreement concerning the concept.

The operations involved in the hypothesis-
testing approach to inferring concepts appear
to characterize individuals who cognize the
information available to them in laboratory and
classrc m settings from both positive and
negative instances. These individuals
apparently reason like this: Instance I has
land surrounded by water. It is a member of
the class. Instance 2 has land but is not
surrounded by water. It is not a member of
the class. Therefore, lands surrounded by
water belong to the class and lands not
surrounded by water do not. Surrounded by
water is a defining attribute of the concept:
This individual has attained a partial and
possibly complete definition of the concept
based on experiences with only one positive
and one negative instance.

A second way of inferring the concept is
by noting the commonalities in examples of
the concept. The commonality approach is
used more often than the hypothesizing
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either incapable of carrying out the hypothe-
sizing and evaluating operations or for other
reasons pursue the commonality stratey
(Tagatz, 1967). In this connection, the
commonality approach is entirely apnrcpriate
for use when only positive instances of the
concept are available: Thus, it is probably
employed in situations where the individual
is given only positive instances or verbal
descriptions of positive instances:

Our model is considered appropriate for
learning concepts at the formal level Ly either
a didactic or an inductive method of information
presentation. We agree with Ausubel (1966)
that many concepts are attained at the class
ficatory and formal levels by upper elementary,
high school, and college students through
being given the names of concepts, verbal
definitions, and verbal examples but no actual
instances of the concepts. Ausubel designates
this kind of learning "concept assimilation,"
an exampit-, of meaningful reception learning,
to contrast it with "concept formation, " an
example of meaningful discovery learning.

We should consider briefly what takes
place when the learner is given the concept
name, its defining attributes, and a verbal
description of an instance or two, as is
frequently done in classroom settings. The
individual may attain a concept at a low level
of mastery through this brief instructional
sequence. However, his main task thoro-
after is to properly generalize to newly en-
countered positive instances and to disc.-irni-
nate noninstances. This accurate generalizing
and discriminating involve further learning,
including the use of the operations specified
in the model at the formal level. The basic
operations entailed in identifying newly en-
countered instances are hypothesizing
whether the instance does or does not belong
to the concept and evaluating the hypothesis
in term-s of the defining attributes given in
the definition. Prerequisite to these two
operations are discriminating the attributes
of the concept and knowing their labels.

Acquiring Appropriate Labels

The importance of language in concept
learning is widely acknowledged by American
and Russian psychologists (Bruner, 1964;
Vygotsky, 1962). Having the labels of con-
cepts enables the individual to think in
symbols rather than in images and also to
attain other concepts through language ex-
periences in the absence of perceptible in-
stances. Carroll (1964), as noted earlier,
has outlined the close relationships among
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cor cepts, meanings , and words. However,
our purpose here is not to deal with the rela-
tion:lhips between language and concept learn-
ing, but to show at what points labels may be
learned and associated with the various levels
of concepts.

Figure 1 indicates that a concept label
may be associated with an instance of the
concept at any of the four levelsconcrete,
identity; classificatory, or formal. American
children who have somewhat similar experi-
ences and instruction regarding certain con-
cepts might manifest a sequence like this:
A young child first encounters a dog. The
child's mother points to the dog and says
"dog." The child then says "dog, " and
associates the name with his concrete con-
cept of the dog. Next, the child develops
the concept of the same dog at the identity
level through experiencing it in different loca-
tions and situations. His mother repeats the
name at various times in the presence of the

dog: the child says the word repeatedly. The
word "dog" now comes to repm.Tent the child's
concept of the dog at tne identity level. Sub-
sequently, the child encotInters other dogs and
observes that they, too, are called "dogs."
He generalizes the different dogs as equivalent
in some way and associtti!es the name "dog
with whatever similarities he has noted.
The word thus comes to represent his class
of things called "dogs." At the formal level,
the more mature child discriminates and learns
societally accepted attributes of the class of
things called "dogs" and also learns the names
of the attributes. Now the child's concept of
clog approaches or becomes identical to the
societally accepted definition of the word
"dog." As Carroll (1964) pointed out, the
concepts held by individuals and the meanings
of the words representing the concepts are the
same for mature individuals who share sir'ilar
cultural experiences and the same language.

17



V
Concept Extension and Utilization

The individual who has formed a concept
may extend and use it as shown in Figure 1.
Concepts learned at the classificatory and
formal levels can be used in generalizing to
new instances, cognizing supraordinate-
subordiaate relations, cognizing predictive
and axiomatic relations among concepts, and
generalizing to problem-solving situations.

Ausubel (1963) and Gagn67 (1970) have
theorized concerning the use and extension
of attained concepts; however, very little
empirical research has been done. In this
regard, Ausubel formulated the constructs of
cognitive structure, advance organizer,
correlative subsumption, and derivative
subsumption to show how previously attained
and newly encountered concepts are related,
while Gagn-6 has indicated that attained
concepts are prerequisite for the learning of
rules. Because of the paucity of theory and
research, we are able to offer only tentative
sivIgestions regarding the extension and use
or knowledge: about an already formed concept
in the following section.

Generalizing to New Instances and
Discriminating Noninstonces

The attainment of concepts at the classi-
ficatory and formal levels reduces the need
for additional learning and relearning, primarily
because the individual is able to generalize to
new instances of a concept and to discriminate
noninstances. Having a concept also provides
the individual with expectations which help
him deal effectively with new instances of it.
Once he identifies a plant as poison ivy, he
may treat it ginge:ly. One test of concept
attainment in our experiments is the individ-
ual's ability t© properly categorize instances
not previously encountered as instances or
noninstances of the particular concept. We
find that both school children and college-age
students generalize to new instances readily,

Further, the use of instances and noninstances
in instructional materials to teach concepts
can be manipulated so that errors of over-
generalization and undergeneralization can
be predicted (Feldman, 1972; Swanson, 1'172),

Not only does having a concept enaole
the learner to identify now instances and act
appropriately toward them, but direct and
verbal experiences with the new instances
possibly increase the validity and power of
the concept for the individual, as these attri-
butes were defined earlier. For example, the
Canadian visiting Kenya during January, when
it Is summer there, may attain more valid And
powerful concepts of florj,v,-- and
Similarly, by being told that a whale is a
rhan-Inial, an individual comes to realize that
some mammals can live in the water as well
as on land. Hence, his concept of mammal
has increased validity.

Cognizing Suproordinate-Subordinate
Relationships

Besides generalizing to new instances,
individuals can also use concepts attained at
the formal level, and possibly at the classi-
ficatory level, in cognizing coordinate,
supraordinate, and subordinate relationships
among classes of things, The lowest level
of cognizing these relationships is inferred
when the individual, according to verbal
instructions, puts instances of hierarchically-
arranged concepts in their proper groups.
For example, an individual upon request puts
all instances of red and blue equilateral
triangles in a grouping of equilateral
triangles, all instances of equiLterel triangles
and of right triangles in a grouping of triangles,
and all instances of triangles and of rectangles
in a grouping of polygons. Further, he justi-
fies each group formed on the basis of the
defining attributes of the group. For example,
he states that equilateral triangles include
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al. the triangles tnut have three equal sides,
triangles include all the figures that have
three sides, anC poly:2°ns include all the
forms or figures that na,,e three or n-.ore sides.
:.:are -precise ter-dinolegy might be required,
such as "a:.,.equilateral trig is a plane
closed figure with three sides of equal length.

Possible higher levels of attaining the
5upraor;j1inatc-roorr-,iinate-subordinate relation-
snips include what Kofsky (1966) desighatea
as relationships involving inclusion and
exclusion. Again, merely being able to
group a few instances properly according
to verbal instructions is not a sufficient
test of understanding these relationships;
an adequate justification for the actions
is required. According to Kofsky (1966),
knowledge oencernii.g supraord_inaL,--
subordinate relationships increases with age.

The understanding of supraordinate-
subordinate relationships increases the valid-
ity and usability of the individual's concepts.
For example, knowing the attributes of acid
and also that vinegar is an acid leads to the
inference that vinegar has the attributes of
all acids, as well as the attributes peculiar
to vinegar. Thus, all of the things known
about acids--for .?::ample, how they react
with basesare true for vinegar also. In this
way, learning that acid is a concept super-
ordinate to _vinegar increases the validity and
usability of the concept of vinegar for the
individual:

Cognizing Other Relationships

In the model, statements of relations
between or among concepts involving cause
and effect, correlation, probability, and other
lawful relations such as contained in axioms
are treated as different from relations of in-
clusion and exclusion involving supraordinate
and subordinate concepts. These firsL three
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rinds of relationships are referred to by
(197')) as and by Gagne: (1966,

19,70) as principles or rules. :".:atheniaticlans
particularly state lawful relations or "givens"
in axiomatic statements.

BrunPr, Goodnow, and Austir. 1956) have
pointed out that understanding lawful relation-
ships between or among concepts permits th e
relating of classes of things instead of individ-
ual things. In this connection, UacIne (1970)
cites the example of the rule "round things
roll, and indicates that understanding the
relationship among the concepts incorporaten
in the rule enables the individual to predict
what will happen to all round things under
certain circumstances. Or, consider the
more complex relationship "When two sub-
stances at different temperatures come into
contact, the temperatures of the substances
tend to equalize." This relationship permits
us to infer what will happen in such diverse
situations as putting ice cubes in warm soda
pop or being lost in a snowstorm.

In all cases, being able to understand
and use a lawful relationship depends on
knowing the concepts that are related. Only
then can the principle or axiom be applied to
the appropriate phenomena.

Generalizing to Problem-Solving Situations

Woodruff (1967) discusses the rule of
concepts in higher-level mental activities,
including problem solving. Also, Gagn6 (1970)
indicates that one way in which concepts are
used in solving problems is by the application
of principles to the problem-solving situations.
For example, principles underlying the con-
cepts of pressure, volume, gravity, and
distance can be utilized to determine the
height of a mountain using a barometer.



Conditions
VI
Concept Learning

Klausrr,Lier ut di (1965) .--)utiinea t1O van=
abler to be taken into account in their long-term
programmatic research on concept learni..; and
instruction. Three classes of variables iden-
tified were organismic, task, and instructional
conditions. The more explicit subsets Of
interest for the model are ago, or internal con-
ditions, task variables associated with the
nature- of concepts, and instructional

Age and Concept Mastery

The two ago variables of primary concern
in the present model are (I) the ability of
the individual to core out the COtilliti VC, ouera=
Lions at each of the successive levels, and
(2) the ability to carry out each operation on
more highly differentiated and abstract proper-
tics of concept irtsancos required at suc-
cessively higher levels, Al2, being aH.- to
spook and comprehend words is critical in
attaining any concept at the formal level,
Those and other abilitieg may be treated as
age variables from a developmental point of
view and as internal conditions of learning
from a learning point of view.

The preceding variables may be re,..ewed
briefly as they area related to the successive
levels of concept attainment. The attendinc,
discriminating, remembering, and generalizing
operations requisite for attaining a concept at
the concrete and identity levels are present in
very young children. In order to attain a con-
cept ot the classificatory level the child must
be abe to carry out all these operations on
more highly differentiated properties of the
instances and trust be able, in addition, to
generalize that two different instances of the
same set are equivalent in some way. Because
verbal definition of the concept is required for
attainment of a concept at the formal level, the
child must have sufficient language competence
to formulate or comprehend such definitions.
Further, when concepts are attained at the

formal level through verbal instruaion, as
is often the case, the child must understand
the meanings of the words used. Thus,
acquisition of language competence and
9pecific terminology as well as the ability
to carry out certain cognitive operations are
essential for learning a concept at the formal

Concept Var'Ibles and Concept Mastery

The earlier .Aiscussion concerning concept
attributes imply that variables associated
with concepts, attributes of concepts, and
instances of concepts ore I;oy Jmanipulable
stimulus variables in laboratory experiments
and also in printed textual materials. In
connection with learnability, for ci!..:ample,
was pUinted out that some concepts are more
difficul to learn than others. Also the
structure of the concept in terms of how the
attribute s or joined determines the demand
upon the vari,us cc;nitivo operations of the
learner: For exane, even when a child
can discriminate and label the attributes of
instances, he may not be able to correctly
infer the concept if a disjunctive rule is
involved. This is because the strategy of
cognizing commonalities among positive
instances is inappropriate for attaining dis-
junctive uo':.cepts. A more sophisticated
hypothesis-testing approach using information
from negative instances is required which
may not, as pointed out earlier, be fully
developed in young children. These and
other variables associated with concepts and
those dealing with instructional conditions may
be grouped as external conditions of learning.

instructional Conditions and Concept Mastery

Earlier we indicated agreement with
Bruner _et al. (1966) whose cross-cultural
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VII
Stumir

Increasingly, behavioral scientists and
de5ignerg of instructional materials are defin-
ing concept formally in terms of the attributes
of that ci.tegory of learning preJucts called
co Cc pts A concept may bc.! uefincd
oFc=lorej information about the properties of
one or more thingsobjects, events, or
precosseSthat enables a particular thing
or class of things to be differentiated from
and also rotated to other things or (=lassos
of things. Thus, a concept is properly
treated both as a mental construct of the
individual and also as a societally accepted
meaning of a word standing for the concept.
As a societally accepted word meaning, a
concept has eight attributes: learnability,
usability: validity, generality, power, struc-
ture, instance numerousness, and instance
perceptibility.

According to the model of cognitive
operations described in this paper, the same
concept is learned at four successively
higher levels: concrete, identity, classifica-
tory, and fomal. The operations ihvolv at
the ru%essively higher levels include attend-
ing, discriminating, and remembering at the
concrete level; the preceding three operations
and generalizing that two or more forms of

GPO 801-71g0=-3

the sane thing are equivalent at the identify
level; the preceding operations and. ,ienerat-
izing that two Or more instanceS of the same
set are equivalent in some way at trio elassi-
fiLiatQry level; and the opeiationa,
other higher level operations, and the Use of
language or other symbols at too formal level

A concept attained at the classaioator,,
or formal level may be Used in generalizing
to positive inste.._;:i and discriminating non -
instances; cognizing Other concepts as supra-
ordinate, coordinate, Cr subordinate: cognizing
cause-and-effect, correlational; and other
relationships of the attained concept with
other concepts; and using the concept in
problem sot- -tg,

The modei implies various internal con-
ditions of learhing that are essential for
learning a concept at the successively higher
levels; it also implies external conditions
that are facilitative at each level, The
model thus provides a possible framework
for further research on conceptual learning
and development and also for instruc:ion,
In this er, research bearing clirect
the model was reviewed; research dealing
with internal and external conditions of
1oll-nil-1g was not.
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